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Abstract

Digital evolution has made various services and products available at everyone’s fingertips and made human lives easier. It has 
become necessary for individuals with a passion to be a part of this digital evolution to learn how to write code, which is the basic 
literacy of the digital age. But writing code has become a privilege for students with prior knowledge of English. 

In the context of the evolving field of Agri-tech, individuals and companies are making large strides towards digitising various dif-
ferent aspects of Agriculture. AI is being used actively to solve various problems in the agricultural space. The basic expected literacy 
here as well, is the ability to write code with the default understanding of English. Rural areas where one of the mainstream occupa-
tion for a large part of the population is Agriculture, English language may not be their primary language of choice for written and 
verbal communications. 

With our work, we wish to provide a learning interface that users can employ to first learn the basics of writing code in their na-
tive language (Kannada will be in focus in our paper) and in future, the farmers can themselves build and consume tools that help 
them in their day to day needs with the skill of writing code that they can now acquire without the pre-requisites of knowing English. 

The current model can successfully identify and convert conditional statements in the Kannada language into python code. The 
next effort will be aimed at extending this to recognise loop statements and create a framework for a wide variety of languages. 

Keywords: Parts of Speech Tagger (PoS); Programming Languages (PL); Transfer Learning; AWD LSTM; fast.ai; Stemmer; Python; 
Kannada (Native South Indian Language)

Introduction

Digital technology has made revolutionary changes in human 
life. It plays an important role in almost every aspect of society. It 
has helped in the development of education, communication, ag-
riculture, disaster response and many other fields. It helps in the 
economic growth of a country by improving efficiency.

Coding is the language in this modern digital world. It has be-
come a centre of all business. Learning to code has become essen-
tial for anyone to pursue a career in this field. Many languages are 
available in which coding can be done. A survey shows that of 8500 
programming languages available, 2400 were made in the United 

States, 600 in the United Kingdom, 160 in Canada and 75 in Aus-
tralia, English is native to these countries. Accordingly, more than 
one-third of these originated in English-speaking countries. Most 
of the resources available to learn and understand these languages 
are also in English [8].

But according to World Language Statistics (SIL International, 
2015), English is the 3rd most spoken language in the world, with 
5.43% of speakers, behind Chinese and Spanish with 14.4% and 
6.15%, respectively. And another survey of the most used Program-
ming Languages’ (TIOBE Software BV, 2019) Syntax, Semantics, 
Standard Library and Runtime System indicates that the most pop-
ular are all English based [11].
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Even though Non-English-based PLs exist (Miller, Vandome, and 
McBrewster, 2012), currently the most used have syntax, learning 
resources, Runtime, and Development Environments that are de-
veloped with an English speaking audience in mind [11]. 

During the month of April of 2015, a survey was conducted 
on 78 students of the University College of Engineering, Osmania 
University. The survey was to perceive the importance of native 
language to understand the source code and the importance of 
comments in programs to understand the code. Figure 1 and 2 rep-
resent the output of the survey [11].

Figure 1: Result of the Survey to check the importance of com-
ments in understanding the source code [11].

Figure 2: Result of the Survey to check the importance of native 
language in understanding the source code [11].

English as their primary mode of communication. This survey also 
throws light on the fact that code when expressed in the form of 
comments (plain text) does help in narrowing down the logic of 
what was implemented without needing the user to dig into the 
syntactic nuances of the coding language.

Therefore, in this paper, we present a learning platform where 
simple coding questions on basic programming techniques are 
provided in native language, to which users can provide solutions 
in their native language; hence allowing students to focus on good 
logic and problem-solving skills as their launchpad into the world 
of writing code. Their solution in the native language will then be 
the input to a model which will convert this statement into python 
code in their natural language (educational) and English (to exe-
cute). This in turn helps the users visualise the translation of logic 
to code. 

This model uses Parts of Speech (PoS) tagging for the native lan-
guage [2] as the base, along with language semantics words like 
variables, quantities, conditional words, and actions. A stemmer 
[15] for the same language is used to find the relational operation 
to be done in the conditional statement (example, greater than, not 
greater than). 

A large amount of procedural data was obtained from wiki How 
[26] and was translated to Kannada. This data was then used to 
develop and evaluate a model that could identify conditional state-
ments in native language plain text and convert it to pythonic code. 
The flowchart figure 3 represents the platform to be achieved. 

Figure 3: Platform aimed to be achieved.

From the above survey, it was found that not only do many stu-
dents find native language important or are neutral towards it, but 
the source code in the form of comment helps students learn the 
programming language. This survey highlights the need of the hour 
which is to make code more accessible to users who may not have 
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Materials and Methods 

This model is based mainly on Parts of Speech tagging. It uses 
the concept of transfer learning using fast.ai’s ULMFit [12]. The 
RNN model with pre-defined weights requires a dataset for train-
ing the model for Parts of Speech tagging. The dataset used for this 
is called Kasthuri. It contains various words in Kannada vocabu-
lary and the corresponding tag. A snippet from Kasthuri dataset is 
shown in table 1 [1].

A stemmer [20,23] was also used to extract the root word from 
conjunctions that usually carry the conditional word. It is a stat-
ic model that uses dictionaries corresponding to various tenses 
in Kannada. Each of these dictionaries consist of various suffixes 
based on which stemming is done. 

Figure a: Snippet from the Kasturi dataset.

Apart from this, the iNLTK [9] libraries that were used and ref-
erenced in this project, uses 6300 news article headlines, which 

Figure b: Samples headlines from the dataset.

Figure 4: Platform aimed to be achieved.

were collected from Kannada news websites and 32000 Wikipedia 
Articles, which have been cleaned. Table 1 represents the sample 
headlines present in the iNLTK library and table 1 displays the sta-
tistics of various topics in the iNLTK library. 

To determine the general pattern in conditional statements, the 
procedural data obtained from wiki How [26] pages were translat-

ed to get a dataset of Kannada procedural text, as shown in figure 4. 
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Headlines Category Split
5114

Unique values

Entertainment 52%

Sports 36%

Other 12%

Table 1: Statistics of iNLTK dataset used in this project [9].



Results and Discussion 

Previous work and theoretical model 
In the space of providing an interface that accepts Natural Lan-

guage inputs in Indic languages and translates that into executable 
Python, our research yielded no such previous work. Most of the 
applications previously developed cater to the space of text trans-
lators like Google Translate [25], OmTransliterator [29], or, work 
in the space of code to code translation like Facebook’s work on 
Transcoding [28] or in the space of building code parsers that 
translate Kannada script into an executable script [30]. While all of 
the previous work helped take steps in the right direction to solve 
the challenge of making code more accessible, we found that our 
utility had little specific predecessors in terms of translation Natu-
ral languages (like Kannada) into executable code. 

The model’s main aim is to recognise various programming con-
structs in plain text and convert them into python code. As of now, 
the model can recognise conditional statements in Kannada text 
and convert them into python code. 

There are various methods of achieving this. There are existing 
models to recognise conditional statements in English [19], these 
models could be used on Kannada text by translating the entire text 
to English first. Google Translate [25] was one of the options. How-
ever, given that we wanted to perform the entire task in the chosen 
native language (Kannada), performing this translation up front 
was not a viable design choice for us. 

The second method is to use natural language processing tech-
niques [4] by translating each Kannada word to English word and 
applying an English Parts of Speech tagger model [17] on it. But 
this would not be an efficient method because of the difference 
in semantics of the two languages. A single word in Kannada may 
translate to more than two words (containing stop words) in Eng-
lish. 

Parts of speech tagger for Kannada

PoS tagging on Indian languages, especially Dravidian Languag-
es is a difficult task due to the unavailability of annotated data for 
these languages. Very little work has been done on Kannada be-
cause of the scarcity of good quality annotated data. The recent 
works in PoS tagging on Kannada have been done with traditional 
ML techniques like HMM, CRF or SVM [5,14]. PoS tagging was nec-
essary in this case to recognise conditions, actions, variables, and 
quantities. 

The model created was inspired by the backend implementa-
tion of the iNLTK [9] libraries to handle use cases in Kannada. The 
tokenizer and the base model used to perform transfer learning 
was sourced from the iNLTK [9] codebase. On top of this, a classifi-
er was built using the fast.ai framework [13] that facilitates simple 
APIs to build a language model and a subsequent classifier model. 
iNLTK [9] stands for natural language toolkit for Indic languages. 
It is an open-source Deep Learning library built on top of PyTorch 
[27] in python which aims to provide out of the box support for 
various NLP tasks. As of the date of this work, iNLTK [9] library 
has natural language processing tools for Kannada along with 11 
other languages. It consists of tokenizer which has been trained 
on Kannada Wikipedia articles and Kannada news headlines to 
learn the general language domain [9] This tokenizer was used for 
transfer learning on the fast.ai’s ULMFit model, shown in figure 6 
[13]. Transfer learning refers to the use of a model that has been 
trained to solve one problem (such as classifying images contain-
ing cats) as the basis to solve some other similar problem (such as 
classifying images containing dogs) [21]. The neural network used 
for ULMFit’s transfer learning is AWD LSTM. AWD LSTM uses drop 
connect to prevent overfitting of the LSTM [12]. The ULMFit has 
the following three steps: 

•	 The LM (Language Model) is trained on a general-domain 
corpus to capture general features of the language in differ-
ent layers (here iNLTK’s tokenizer). 

•	 The full LM is fine-tuned on target task data (here Kasthuri) 
using discriminative fine-tuning (‘Discr’) and slanted trian-
gular learning rates (STLR) to learn task-specific features. 

•	 The classifier is fine-tuned on the target task using gradual 
unfreezing, ‘Discr’, and STLR to preserve low-level represen-
tations and adapt high-level ones [12].

So, the pre-trained model here will be the tokenizer whose last 
layers will be used for text classification. Figure 7 represents the 
iNLKTK dataset used for pre-training. The classification process 
here will be PoS tagging, trained using the Kasthuri dataset, shown 
in figure c [1]. 

Figure 5: Kannada word for “Greater than”.

For example, the Kannada word shown in figure 5, is a single 
word which translates to “greater than” in English. Hence the word 
which should be tagged as ‘verb’ will have two tags. Since there 
were not any natural language models for Kannada, the first target 

was to build a good model for Kannada. 
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Figure 6: ULMFit on which the POS tagger for Kannada was built 
[12].

Figure 7: iNLTK’ Kannada tokenizer used for LM pre-training of 
the ULMFit [9].

Figure c: Kasthuri dataset used for classifier fine tuning of the 
ULMFit [1].

Thus, using iNLTK’s [9] pre-trained model for Kannada tokeniz-
er and fast.ai’s [13] transfer learning method (ULMFit for PoS tag-
ging using the Kasthuri dataset), a Kannada PoS tagger was built. 

Stemmer for Kannada

A stemmer was necessary here to recognise relational opera-
tions in plain text and determine whether the operation or its op-
posite had to be performed. The presence of these words indicates 
that a sentence is a conditional sentence. 

For example, words in figure 8, are two Kannada words that 
stand for ‘greater than’ and ‘not greater than’. Since the root word in 
Kannada is necessary to determine the operation as ‘greater than’ 
and the suffix to determine if it is ‘greater than’ or ‘not greater than’, 
there was the need for a tool to separate root word and the suffix. 

Figure 8: Kannada words for ‘greater than’ and ‘not greater than.

The stemmer used here was a static model. It splits the word as 
root word and suffix by comparison of the given words with a set 
of suffixes. There are 74 arrays in total used in the model. These 
arrays are based on their tense as well as Parts of Speech. Each of 
these arrays consists of the suffixes which indicate a conditional 
statement [20].

Text analysis (Algorithm) 

The novelty of our algorithm lies in the observation and transla-
tion of language patterns in order to template-ize the occurrence of 
specific parts of speech and using those extracted parts of speech 
elements to make decisions on what logical elements they rep-
resent. All of the previous work referenced in previous sections 
target different use cases and therefore present no precedence to 
compare against. 

The Kannada procedural text was passed through the stemmer and 
PoS tagger. The results obtained were analyzed for a common pat-
tern [3].

 The common pattern observed was: 

•	 The first verb in the sentence usually indicated a condition. 

•	 The second verb indicates the end of the action. 

•	 The presence of more than two verbs indicate that it is not a 
simple conditional statement, but it is either and else, else if 
or nested condition. 
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•	 The first noun in the sentence is the variable. 

•	 The quantities are the terms on which relational operations 
are performed. 

•	 The word split by the stemmer is the relational operation. 

If the root word is same but suffixes are opposite, then it is an 
else condition. If the root words are different, then it is an else if or 
nested condition. The presence of words such as the ones in figure 
9 and other similar words indicate that it has multiple comparisons 
in a single conditional statement. The flow of text analysis is shown 
in figure 10. 

Figure 9: Kannada words for “Or” and “And”.

Figure 10: Process used to obtain textual dataset in Kannada for 
analysis and obtaining verb-based rules. 

Displaying in Kannada python code

The result obtained from above step is converted to Kannada 
python code by printing the keywords in Kannada and placing the 
various extracted features such as variables, quantities, conditions 
and actions the way they would occur in a python programming 
construct. For example, code in Kannada would look like figure 11.

Figure 11: Code Snippet in Kannada.

Displaying code in python

The code in Kannada python-format can be converted to Eng-
lish python code by mapping the keywords in Kannada python to 
English keywords using a simple dictionary. The above code in py-
thon will be translated to the following, as shown in figure 12.

Figure 12: English translation of code with Kannada mapped 
keywords.

Controlled factors 

The controlling factor in this project is the language semantics. 
In linguistics, semantics is the study of meaning, as inherent at the 
levels of words, phrases, sentences, and larger units of discourse. 
These language semantics remain constant in the project and is 
useful for tokenizing as well as text analysis. 

Methods of regression studied 

To achieve the mentioned goals, various models were used. 
There was a trial on StanfordNLP [16] for Kannada to achieve 
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named entity recognition for Kannada and sentiment analysis for 
positive and negative tags for conditional words as well.

Named entity recognition for Kannada, using StanfordNLP for 
Kannada, could not be achieved, due to the lack of training dataset. 
Hence alternative methods had to be figured out. Kasthuri dataset 
for PoS tagging in Kannada (which was available on GitHub) was 
used. With this PoS tagger, good accuracy was obtained to complete 
this task.

Sentiment analysis [18] for negative and positive tags of words 
to recognise whether the given relational operation must be per-
formed, or its negation was also tried. This seemed like a good 
method at the beginning. But later it seemed like this task could be 
achieved using a simple static stemmer model rather than senti-
ment analysis which seemed like an over-engineered solution.

Hence after studying various methods, it was possible to build 
a model to achieve these tasks with a PoS tagger and a static stem-
mer. The workflow of the entire model is represented in figure 13.

Results 

Overall, based on examination of the model and the training 
data, the logic entered by the user in a native language (Kannada) 
gets tagged to python code. Some of the sentences entered by the 
user were aimed at outright errors and others at inconsistencies. 
The rules certainly don’t exhaust all the errors and inconsistencies 
found in the training data, but there are enough covering a number 
of the most common problem that gives some idea as to whether 
such taxonomic improvements might noticeably lift the tagging ac-
curacy. 

The code works fine for if and if-else conditional statements and 
gives an accuracy of about 87%. So, the words in the sentence are 
individually sent to the model which does PoS tagging. From there, 
the verbs nouns and quantity values are extracted. All the verbs 
are stemmed and the first verb, when stemmed, gives the condition 
that the user intends to check against. After which, this verb along 
with the words following it which specify what needs to be done 
once the condition is satisfied, are picked, and constructed to the 
structured python code. 

After this, few of the Kannada words are mapped to python key-
words, is mapped to “if” figure 14, for example and so on. 

Figure 13: Platform Completed can convert any conditional state-
ment in plain text to python code and execute it to obtain final 

output.

Figure 14: Kannada word for “if”.

The code also cleans the text entered by the user to emphasise 
on the presence of verbs and includes methods to look for opposite 
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words like “not greater than” and a static synonym checker as of 
now.

Finally, the logic is verified, and the output is given as Kannada 
python code. If the logic entered is right. The code is consistent and 
efficient for most of the inputs. The conversion can be evidently 
seen in the figures figure 15-17.

Figure 15: If condition-checks if a given number is a 3-digit num-
ber or not. (Right Hand Side-Translation) 

Figure 16: If condition check if the person is eligible to ride/
drive or not. (Right Hand Side-Translation) The accuracy for the 
conditional statements so far is pretty good. It can be evidently 

seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Kappa score and Accuracy for the output obtained.

how conditional verbs present themselves in the “greater than/
less than” case vs the “is equal to” case, our immediate next goal 
is to generalise our algorithm to identify all three cases i.e. “less 
than”, “greater than” and “equal to”. We are also working on “loop” 
based use-cases. We are currently in the process of exploring NER 
(Named Entity Recognition) concepts [6,7,10] to extract entities 
from statements that fit “loop templates” that we are building. We 
are working towards an algorithm that can consume these entities 
to solved loop-based problem sets. 

Further, we would like to extend this work into other languages 
and eventually build a platform that exposes APIs to accept format-
ted language-specific training data that can be used to build a mod-
el that works well with the semantic flow of that language. Given 
the diverse set of languages and the ground work laid by iNLTK [9], 
we feel that building such a platform will help us reach a larger set 
of non-English speaking audience who are looking to learn how to 
code. 

We would also like to work towards improving the accuracy of 
our Parts of Speech tagging model using some of the techniques 

suggested in other research materials [22,24].

Conclusion 

Majority of programming languages and libraries are in English. 
Non-native English speakers face an obstacle in learning and prac-
ticing programming. This language barrier also prevents young 
students from exploring the world of programming. But a pro-
gramming language is not just its technical implementation—it is 
also a human community. 

The skill of logical thinking should not be unutilized because 
of language barriers. Thus, here is the proposal of an idea to make 
tools and resources to learn programming more accessible to non-
native English speakers. This work aims to inspire a future where 
the knowledge of programming and technical skills is made avail-
able to people from all language backgrounds. Hence the non-na-
tive English-speaking programmers are also benefitted. 

There has been very limited work done to achieve this in Indian 
languages as well. This work aims to provide a platform to provide 
knowledge on programming skills to learners who are comfortable 
with Indian languages and are not well-versed in English. 

In the current model, conditional Kannada statements are con-
verted into python code, both with Kannada and English keywords. 

Future Work

The current algorithm is tuned towards helping students un-
derstand conditional logic for the “if-then-else” case. Given that 
each language brings about its semantic nuances with regards to 
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As of now, recognition and conversion of conditional statements 
to code have been successful. Further, this model can be extended 
to convert Kannada statements, with words involving loops and 
equal-to cases, into their respective codes. This will help the user 
understand the basic case of iteration and the involved steps of ini-
tialisation, condition and updating. 

Further, this model can be successfully extended to more Indian 
languages and hence it would be more accessible to people from 
all backgrounds. Currently a static synonym check method is used 
which will be enhanced to become dynamic. 

Eventually, the aim is to create a platform to help students learn 
coding in their choice of native language, wherein the user is ex-
pected to provide a suitable logic for the given problem in plain 
text. The user-interface will have a text editor where the user will 
provide their logic. The backend which has the NLP Model as an in-
tegral part, will then produce python code in both, native language 
(as a learning exercise) and in English (to execute) which will be 
compared with the right solution. The user will be notified about 
their errors and the right code. 

With this work, we wish to make coding more accessible and 
eliminate the language barrier to writing code. Graphical represen-
tation of future work on the platform is represented in figure 18. 
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